Minutes
Curriculum Development Committee
Alexander 220, September 11, 2003

MEMBERS PRESENT ABSENT
Paul Baxter X 
Ashley Boone X
Gail Burris X
Carolyn Carson X
Karen Cornell X
Roger Crowe X
Jonathan Fowler X
Sydney Gingrow X
Mike Hudson X
Cheryl Leach X
Candace Reaves X
Carolyn Renier X
Yolanda Sankey X
Jane Schumann X
Todd Yazdi X
Ely Driver, chair X
OTHERS: David Brown, Cynthia Dempster, Berta Ward

AGENDA ITEMS DISCUSSED
I. Proposal for TBR—New Concentration in Computer Science & Information Technology (CSIT)
II. Proposal for TBR—Substantive Program Change in Web Development Technology (WEB)

ACTIONS TAKEN
I. Cynthia Dempster and David Brown answered questions regarding the proposed CSIT concentration. CDC passed the proposal. It will be sent to TBR for final approval.
II. Cheryl Leach and Berta Ward answered questions regarding the proposed WEB program changes. CDC passed the proposal (and the new courses resulting from the program change). It will be sent to TBR for final approval.
III. Because other curriculum change forms have not been submitted, no CDC meeting is currently scheduled. Members will be notified by email regarding the next meeting.

Recorded by: Cheryl Leach, September 12, 2003

COPIES: Committee Members Melanie Paradise Linda Randolph
Academic Dept Heads Mike Hudson Eunice Reynolds
Program Coordinators Doris Ivie Site Campus Administrators
Dennis Adams Ann Munz Cindy Tanner
Sheryl Burnette Phyllis Pace Leigh Ann Touzeau
Jim Bruns Linda Pinkard Julia Wood
Ann Satkowiak
